Clarification Questions and Answers
for ITB_02_2022
CONSTRUCTION OF TWO MEDICAL WASTE INCINERATORS IN
MOZAMBIQUE, UNDER 2 LOTS:
LOT 1 (NAMPULA TOWN, NAMPULA PROVINCE)
LOT 2 (CHONGOENE, GAZA PROVINCE)
as of 14 March 2022

Question 1: Referring to BoQ under LOT 2 – Chongoene:
• (ITEM 1.1.5): There is no details for the column base 60x20;

Answer: It is Concrete B25 as described on BoQ. Detail on the ESTRUTURAL DRAWINGS (pages 12-26 of Annex "Lot 2 Gaza Executive Design")
The Column base (SAPATA ISOLADA) reinforced concrete B25
The foundation (SAPATA CORRIDA) Simple Concrete B25
Please see Details and dimensions on page EST. 02.1
ITEM 1.1.7: There is some contradictory information, i.e., the reinforcement wanted on BoQ is not the same on the drawings. Which one we have to use?

Answer: Use what is specified on the BoQ for tender

ITEM 1.5.5: There is no details for this item.

Answer: It refers to Sink on the preparation Area. Dimension on the ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS (page 4 of Annex “Lot 2 Gaza Executive Design”)

The work bench includes both indicated in red (with sink) and in purple. It means 16 meters long and 0.60m wide and 0.90m high. The slab thickness is 0.10 m

ITEM 1.2.5: There is reinforcement on this element (I do not know how to write in english - ”Pala”), it is just concrete and formwork. Seems it needs reinforcement.

Answer: It is reinforced Concrete as described on BoQ and details can be seen on the ESTRUTURAL DRAWINGS (pages 12-26 of Annex “Lot 2 Gaza Executive Design”)
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